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About This Game

!nsane is a nod to the cult game "Logical" from the good old Amiga days. It's all about balls and twist locks. You have to arrange
the balls in the right order to pick the lock. What sounds simple enough quickly turns out to be a uniquely tricky game.

Collect four balls of the same color in a twist lock and blow them up. To beat a level, you have to pick each lock at least once.
Every level adds new elements like traffic lights, one-way streets and color changers, and you also have to keep an eye out for

the indestructible black balls!

!nsane features 50 exciting levels that really get your brains working. The difficultly increases progressively. Its initial levels are
easy, but !nsane rapidly becomes an absorbing and addictively intricate puzzle!

Features

Cult game remake

Classic "Logical" rules

50 challenging levels

Loads of game elements like traffic lights, one-way streets and color changers

Progressive difficulty
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Talvez uma das melhores DLC's de Mafia II, adiciona hist\u00f3ria ao game.
Compre na promo\u00e7\u00e3o pra valer ainda mais a pena.. great great great game !!!!

if you like skiing or building or phisics, or just killing those people who like it, this is your game!

brilliant levels, good feel, chill :)

recommended to have bombardino with it :). Well.

Cheap. Short, time killer.

ok.. IN SHORT : Do episode 1. If you liked the universe, you need the second episode ; wich is even better but a little bit
confusing because of the multiples yet contradictory endings

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Oh dear...

Of course I liked it.

At the beginning of episode 1, Hello Charlotte sounded like a bad joke. Instant deaths for touching a cube, silly monsters,
riddles that only rely on luck...

Hello Charlotte did look like one of the numerous surrealistic RPGM horror games. By exagerating all of their defaults, it
became clear that it was actually more of a parody of these.

But there was something more. The 4th wall breaking was somehow well done (can't we ignore Undertale was out at the same
time?) and created consistency behind the parody. The characters, the universe were solid and very charming, not only built for
parody.

So what would the creator of such a game do in a second episode?

Developp this universe of course! And I'd say that was what I liked the most in this episode 2. The secondary characters got a
past, the world looked well constructed.
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Episode 2 is more like a Visual Novel parody, and, well, this was even more enjoyable than the first episode.

The art is impressive, the music is awesome, the ambience is perfect.

The world of Hello Charlotte is hopeless and scary. There is an order, a routine, but it will break apart as soon as you approach
the end.

That's maybe why this game is not a 10/10 to me : the endings are satisfying when taken on their own, but in the end a little bit
confusing, as they contredict each others in terms of universe's consistency. That wouldn't be a problem if the game was really
belonging to the surrealistic RPGM gendra, but the end of ep 1 and most of ep 2 progressivly gave more and more consistency
to this awfull yet fascinating universe of eyeballs and false gods.

Or are they true? Eh, I don't even know now... This has been a long emotional journey (yet 10 hours for the 2 episodes), I need
some rest...

...but pls episode 3 !. I wonder how many Pixel Puzzles game are out there in the Steam Store, Decaying Logic what the actual
♥♥♥♥
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Played the demo, liked the game, bought the game, completed the game in one sitting.

No regrets on my part~ :). Amazing! Very Convenient. Works and feels very natural, especially being able to adjust sensitivity.
Can rebind literally every button, except "Back" (select). This button is used to give all the other buttons a second function. Key
binding options aren't just the basic, they're surprisingly extensive for something as cheap as this (Full Keyboard of keys,
Browser functions, Media player controls, Windows functions like switching Screen Display and even custom shortcuts).

Some of my favorite things:
-Being able to turn on "Auto-launch" (have to reset as well) so that it doesn't rack up hours on Steam and is always on
-Being able to turn off the controller with the press of a button instead of removing the battery pack
-Getting two options for each button and easily being able to use both
-The awesome innovative key-wheel thing for typing (Tricky at first but you get the hang of it)

A lot of people compare this to things like xpadder. To me it's similar, but I use it in an entirely different way. I'd use this any
day for web browsing but I would still bind the keys myself using xpadder or something if I wanted to use a controller on a game
that doesn't support one, especially emulators! It's clear that this is just for desktop use and web browsing.

All in all I'd say it's $3 well spent!. Wow, this demo really impressed me. I downloaded because it was free and had a
horseriding mechanic, which I have yet to see in any other VR game. All I expected was a horse riding game and thats what is
was for the first couple minutes.... but after that... what I got was a cool "supernaturalish" type RPG with awesome powers and
story with good potential. I feel that any future promotion for the full game needs to focus more on the powers and abilities so
that people like me don't write it off immediately.

Now, this game seems like it could be really cool, but there are some things that bother me, especially the "fuzziness" of the
enviroments. The graphics need to be much sharper. Also as other have said, the voice acting could be better and the characters
lips don't move when they talk. The direction of the NPC's voices was always off, every time they would talk it would sound
like their voice was coming from behind me or the side of me. The horseriding was good, and I'm not susceptible to VR
sickness, but I could definitely see how the turning mechanic on the horse could make people sick easily (it feels disorienting
even for me). Lastly, the AI in the "boss fight" needs some tuning, as sometimes I'd be standing right infront of him and he
would not attack at all. That whole fight in general needs some more direction for the player, bc I wasn't sure if I was supposed
to use telekinesis on him or use the shield to parry him. His armor and weapon were sick though!

Anyway, if this game has other RPG elements like weapons/ armor equiping and more powers then it would be an instant buy
for me. TRY THIS DEMO! It's a great and it's free!. Very nice DLC. The cars are finely modeled, and the multiple skins for
varied consists is a nice touch. The sounds are fantastic, and include brake squealing and hissing of the air lines.

Other sound effects include coupler slack, flat wheels, creaking and groaning (including stress sounds on curves and switches)

Effects are randomized so a car that sounds like it has a flat wheel, may not use that sound later. This is a factor of Train
Simulator though, not the DLC.

Very good, would reccommend for anyone looking to make better more realistic consists.. Game has no options, only opens full-
screen. Apparently (based on the forums) there are options if you do enough clicks before you close the game the first time, but
you're more likely to close the game before that to see if Steam has a "Launch Windowed" option when you launch. (It does
not.) If you close the game before the options thing comes up, it never will.

Due to the lack of options, you also can't turn off the grating MIDI music. I actually lived through the era of 8-bit games, and I
can assure you none of our games sounded that terrible.

In short: this game is completely buggy and broken, which is kind of amazing considering how simple it is.

If you like "clicker" games, stick with Clicker Heroes, which actually works correctly and won't destroy your ear drums.. Much
better than the recent releases of bigger budget games who are focused on graphics and combat arenas rather than a mix of
strategy, management and tactical combat.
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I like the idea of placing the story on mars, it makes the game quite different with a good reason unlike other games who change
their winning recipe for no reasons.

I think it is the most challenging of the three UFO After... series (Aftershock, Afterlight and aftermath).

Worth taking a look, and buying on Steam, it's quite cheap.. Meh. It's not much about space exploration... it's about saying the
right things about the environment, and waiting for your engineers to work on things...

The reason that the screen moves... is that because... literally... nothing else does.

Someone wondered if this was at all like Kerbal Space Program (which is amazinglly excellent!)... and no. Not even close.

English is clearly not the first language of the developers... FYI (it detracts from the game).

This *could* become interesting... if the developers work a miracle or two.

I do wish them all the best, and consider my purchase a donation to the cause of a (hopefully) decent space exploration game.

. It would be a good program if it worked correctly
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